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Ref Historic Registration

NEW MEMBERS
The MG Car Club of South Australia extend
a warm welcome to the
following new member who joined in the
November period
We look forward to meeting you at club
meetings and events.
Beryl & Steve Thorpe

Looking

Ian Sweetman

MGTC

Tony Bedford

MGF

Steven Conell

MGF

ALANS AUTO
& MARINE
CENTRE

SPECIALISING IN MG SERVICING
AND REPAIRS
AS WELL AS FAMILY AND 4WD
VEHICLES
SPARE PARTS FOR ALL MAKES
AND MODELS

Lachlan George & Minette Meder MGB
Robert & Carolyn Berry

MGF

Michael & Linda Lawn

MGTF
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THEBARTON
Ph: 8443 8243 Fax 8443 9266
Mob: 0419 859 147
Alan Foweraker,
MGCC Member
Discount for members
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10th day of each month
For inclusion in the next issue.
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Note to Contributors
Articles, etc submitted by e-mail
must be as an “attachment”
Word document, Arial 10, Justified, NOT formatted or tabbed,
photos should also be
“attached”, not reduced in file
size ie; low res. Please avoid
sending pdf files.
Classified Advertisements
can be submitted as for articles or
phoned through if they are short.
Classifieds are free for members.
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ad per issue.
Adverts are normally only valid
for one issue
It’s your responsibility to notify
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Editorial
From ..Laurie Houghton
Editor

“ The time has come the walrus said “
he last issue for 2019, full to the
brim with articles and reports of
club and members activities.
As a motorsport member it is great to
see today that the Bend Motorsport
Park has been awarded “The best motorsport facility in the world for 2019”
We have the opportunity to compete
there twice in 2020, can’t wait, albeit I
will need a car running, lets hope !!
Congratulations to Tyler Edwards on his
first Super Sprint, I’ll bet we will be seeing a lot more of him next year.
A big thank you to all those members
who supplied articles and reports and to
all the advertisers who continue to support our magazine.
I wish you all a merry Xmas and a
happy and prosperous New Year, we
will be back early February

T
MGCC Clubrooms
Monthly General Meetings
Held at 8.00 pm on the second Tuesday of
each month at the Clubrooms. All those who
are interested in MGs are welcome.
“Noggin’ & Natter”
Every Friday night at the Clubrooms. Time:
7.30 pm - ~ 10.00 pm. All welcome for a
chat and a drink. Licensed premises.
Tea and coffee available.
Register Meetings
“T” Reg. First Thursday of each month.
Time: 7.00 for 7.30 pm.start. Venues as
advertised in Register Report. Everyone
welcome - even if you don’t own a Register
vehicle.
MGF Reg. Bi-monthly Second Friday of
the month at the clubrooms 7.30pm
MGA/Magnette Reg Bi-monthly on the
third Thursday of the month, starts Jan in
odd numbered months, 7.00 pm for 7.30
Know Your MG Meetings
Third Tuesday of each month. Time: 7.00
for 7.30 pm. Start. Venues as
advertised.Everyone welcome.
Breakfast Runs
Now Meet at Veale Gardens, CBD South
Tce. For 9.00am starts. BYO everything for
breakfast. See Calendar for dates etc;
Mid Week Lunch Runs
Second Thursday in the month.
See the calendar
Motorsport Events
See Motorsport Report.

And don’t forget, please
support our sponsors
whenever possible
and be sure to let them
know you are an MG
Car Club member
Printed by Kwik Kopy Unley. Shop 7A
453 Fullarton Road Highgate SA 5063
Ph: 8271 7422 A National Meeting
sponsor
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PRESIDENTS REPORT
From Tim Edmonds

H

i All
What a weekend in motorsport
Noosa Hillclimb and the World Rally
Championship cancelled due to the fires
in NSW, Targa High Country delayed
due to snow, rain in Melbourne for the
V8’s and Mt Gambier for Legends of the
Lakes, and we had a great day at Mallala other than the flies our country has
many extremes.
At last motorsport is slowing down for
the year but it starts again mid-January
for the Asian Le Mans 4-hour race at
The Bend.
It was good to see at the last super
sprint we had Tyler Edwards driving in a

Hyundai Excel at the
age of 14 and 2 weeks
with some very good
times, he did have mum, dad, grandma
and little brother supporting him. Dad
told him to do the same as he did, but I
don’t think a spin at turn 2 was in the
plan.
I hope to see you at the Christmas Dinner at the clubrooms, but if I don’t, I wish
you a Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.
Till next time
Tim

Tim on the start—finish straight at the last Mallala Super Sprint 10 Nov.
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PRE-WAR & T - REGISTER
From..John Bray, photos by David McNabb

7 November 2019
The Grand night in Grunthal at the
Stanley Bridge Tavern
First a bit of history, Grunthal was the
original name given by the Prussian Settlers and changed to Verdun in 1917
after the battle of Verdun in WW1, 1916
fought over 303 days with casualties and
fatalities of 377231 French and 337000
German soldiers.
Sad really but I thought that you would
be interested to know, also Roland Von
Harris would probably know that the
French planes in that battle were Nieuport 16’s-camaflaged livery, 110 hp Le
Rhone, designed by Gustave Delage
much like the British Sopwith Camel.
That said, it was a spectacular night 54
seated for dinner, most arrived early,
some very early eg Aulds, Drivers,
O’Malleys & Chapmans, in true
MGCCSA tradition.
Apologies. Those who missed out on
the food, fun and wine included messers
Brice, Cundy, Fairbrother, Roach, Aitkin,
Tamke, McNaughton, Burke, Lyons, Proferes, Richter, Wright, Wyatt, Schillers,
Bowering & Forth.

The Tavern delivers. This year were
really well prepared and they went to a
great deal of trouble to accommodate
the masses, no complaints were received on the food or service by me
which is gratifying I can tell you, given a
few misguided dissenters from last
year.
Wine Legend
David Herbert, vigneron , entrepreneur, pilot & TC owner
delighted the assembled populous with
a very generous distribution of his quality wine in double magnums for us to
enjoy. I must say that this certainly
brought the party to life, thankyou David
it was a superb gesture on your part.
The wine spec is as follows: 2015 Shiraz , Wrattonbully and the 2013 Carbenet blend, 85% carbenet, 12% merlot, 3% cab franc. Both exceptional
wines available from David on
0408849080.
Fake news, fake wine ! A prominent
member known for dealing in cash only
light bulbs was seen with a bottle of
Penfolds Grange Hermitage that i have
on good authority only contained a very
cheap variety of wine. I cannot say
8
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more but if the quality of the
light bulbs reflects the quality of
the wine in that bottle, we are in
big trouble. ACP ring a bell ?
Geoff’s dilemma.
Geoff
McLean was let down by Newton’s Law no. 2 with his TF preparing for the Kimber Run, appears that the depressed clutch
pedal gave no reaction whatsoever.
“for
every action there is an equal
and opposite reaction” well
that’s what he found, however
help was at hand through Ian Buckley
and Thane Martin who offered assistance welding the errant steel push rod
apparently a common fault with TF’s
according to Peter Auld.
Super Sleuth Slips Up. Always on the
case and an opportunist for a bit of
goss, our resident spy 007 rang his
mate Willow the following morning after
the dinner to enquire as to the distress
of the evening only to be told the opposite was the case.
Raffle wrangles. I have been receiving
correspondence regarding the raffle
prizes where it appears that some are
luckier than others in the draw. What
can I say other than to buy more
squares on the envelope ! Said member
is thirsting for a bottle of wine after picking up a pair of gloves only for work on
his TC. poor chap.
Peter and Chris Auld are the opposite of
course, Chris scored a brace of precision screwdrivers (she usually takes the
wine) so impressed with her prize, she
placed them in the kitchen cutlery
drawer and sent me a photograph. I am
not sure that Peter was that impressed
he really likes screw drivers that you can
bang with a hammer.
The message
here was a subtle reminder of the days
that Ian Curly W alker kept his
Whitworths in his kitchen cutlery drawer

at home with other necessary tools. Not
the case now though.
Security warnings. Yes garage security advice on those special artefacts
that adorn the walls continues to “roll” in
following my disclosure about enamel
signs. Did you know that Shannons can
insure as standard up to $10k for automotive memorabilia. Now I am not sure
that railway signs can be classified as
automotive ?
Just saying mind you, I
appreciate the continuing interest on this
topic.
Welcome faces. Great to see Jaquie
O’Malley up and walking about on
steady legs again, Joy Pearson back
from her trip with Anthony & Wenona to
the USA swap meet, however the broken arm is unfortunate collateral from
the trip but she had a great time. Bev
driver and Trev, both getting over repairs are moving better, Annette and
Chris Kinney, Robin and Maxine Gibbs,
Simon and Natalie Ewart to name a few,
apologies if I missed others.
Kleptomaniac. Yep, there is one warming up, watch your gear. Willow’s leather
jacket and wine prize were on the move
at the end of the evening, returned after
gentle persuasion.
Palm greasing. Yes again, if you do not
want to be in print, I am open to hear
your plea bargaining that ensures no
9
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embarrassment for indiscretions like
turning up to the dinner in your BMW
hardtop with the MG tucked up in the
shed at Coromandel Valley, The Walk I
think is the address. Mozza is a good
candidate as well, that hood is rarely
down.
Chocolate surprise. ACPearson.com’s
generous distribution of chocolate coins
from Trump was somewhat surprising, I
regret to advise that the quality was lacking judging by the stain on my shirt
pocket when I got home, a nice gesture
all said and done.
Next meeting. Yes it’s on again , December 5 at Eden Hills under the great
olive tree, Mozz and Steph are our hosts.
Steph reliably informs me that Mozza is
gearing up for this event in nervous anticipation and does a fair bit of talking it
over in his sleep mostly.
More info later, I will send out the usual
directions, cars displayed on the tennis
court at no 8 Willora Rd Eden Hills.
Cheers and thanks again for the great
attendance at Stanley Bridge Tavern.
John Bray, Boss
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MGC NEWS
from Ian Hobbs, MGC Register Co-ordinator, December 2019
The 2019 Torsion Bar Run

T

his year’s Torsion Bar run was full
of apologies”, unfortunately these
were the words that I used last year.
Maybe it’s the wrong time of year to
have a spring run when many people
have sprung overseas! The first person
to apologise was Jim McCrickard all the
way from the UK. Then there was Rod
Taverner who hadn’t sprung anywhere,
he was just home working on his ‘C’.
Dennis Killeen just said he was away,
Lynton Fuller was in Norway and David
Fairbrother sent his greetings from the
top floor of the Marina Bay Hotel in Singers while sipping one those infamous
‘Singapore Slings’. Ron Telford said he
would definitely be there, as he always
is, but then rang in the morning of the
Run saying there were bugs in his ‘C’
and bugs in his body; no clutch and the
dreaded man flu, although he said it was
just a bit of a cold, as he coughed down
the phone.
So, who was left? Just two of us, Peter
McCarthy in his green GT and me in my
red GT.
I had planned a run into the Adelaide
Hills again travelling on some the roads
that enthralled us during the Kimber
Run, but after chatting we decided to
head south, again through the Hills, but
Peter’s ‘C’ had other ideas. Travelling
up Glen Osmond Road we approached
the Toll Gate intersection and Peter
pulled alongside and said his ‘C’ was
overheating. We pulled off the road to
investigate.
Once the bonnet was up, we could see
the engine was definitely overheating
but the radiator was only warm. Peter

being the clever man that he is said “I
think the thermostat is not opening”. It
took about a second for me to agree
with him. So out came the spanners
and off came a very hot thermostat
cover to reveal the culprit. It was removed and Peter asked me whether I
had any silicon. I looked in the back of
my GT, ‘cos you never know what you
might find there, but the answer was
“No”. He decided to simply replace the
cover using the old and slightly disfigured gasket. The nuts were tightened
and then he asked whether I had any
water in the back of my GT, to which I
answered “Yes”, ‘cos I’d already looked,
remember? So we filled her up.
We decided to head for the Harvest
Café in Mylor which was on the way
home for both of us. We pulled out and
headed up the hill. By the time we
reached the 100kpm sign, Peter was off
like a scared hare and I thought it must
have had something to do with getting
air through the radiator. I eventually
caught up with him as we were pulling
off the freeway and into Stirling. We
arrived in Mylor and the first thing I
asked Peter “did the car keep cool on
the way up here?” A rhetorical question
I know and he answered, “it was fine”.
Coffee and cakes were ordered and we
sat outside discussing trucks and travelling across the north of Australia. It became obvious to me that Peter’s mechanical knowledge came from fixing
trucks in the bush, so that you don’t die
up there wondering how you are going
to fix the truck. Clever man is Peter.
I’m starting to see the seasonal red and
green appearing in shops and figures of
12

old men with long beards, yes it is a bit
like the ‘T’ Register Meetings, so with
the November public holiday in Melbourne over and done with, the next
holiday we get is on the 25th of December, well I guess that only applies to
folks who aren’t on permanent holidays
and yes it is like the ‘T’ Register Meeting
people.

December 2019
Merry Christmas to you all and be kind
and share a glass of that McLaren Vale
Shiraz particularly if I drop by. “See you
in the soup” as Bazz used to say, or;
C ya soon
Ian

Peter

Ian
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BREAKFAST RUN REPORT
By Steve Spong & John Roach.

T

Run to Younghusband
27 October 2019

here was the usual good turn-out
for our annual run to the
Foweraker’s at Younghusband. Once
again Ros & Alan opened their holiday
home up and laid on a great sausage
sizzle for all those who could linger on
for the afternoon, people bringing along
a great range of delicious salads and
desserts.
As per usual there was a lot of poking
around under the bonnets, but no real
car dramas.
The only problem was with the Turners
whose “B” was making some dreadful
brake noises when they got to Veale
Gardens, so they nipped home to get
Wendy’s Kia.
An apology was received from our official photographer as he was on a weekender over the border, but it was his
loss as he missed out on a great drive
and a great day all round!
Our sincere thanks therefore go to Ros
and Alan for making us all feel at home
and for their generous hospitality.

Attendees:
Alan & Ros Foweraker Hosts
Alan & Sandra Cardnell
Ian Drewe
Gary & Velli Algats
Trev & Sandy Dicker
Nick & Denise Micklem
Trevor White &
Robyn Saunders
Ken & Heather Burke
Leigh & Judy Albertson
Phil & Esther Smith
Paul & Carol Grech
Olaf & Ryan Wegner
Terry Cook &
Grandson Oskar
Graham & Linda Byass
Dietmar & Wendy Sauer
Bryan & Wendy Turner
Bill & Sue Gilson
Adrian Ward and
Rosa Binnetti
Tony & Wanda Freckelton
Steve Spong &
Barb Harrington
John & Judy Roach
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MAZDA
MGA
MGA
MGA
MGA
MGA
MGB
MGB
MGB
MGB
MGB
MGB
MGB
MGB
MGB
MGB/KIA
MGBV8
MGBGT
MGBGT
MGBGT
MGF
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REGALIA NEWS
From...Barrie Spencer
REGALIA SALE PRICE LIST 2019
HEAD GEAR / SCARVES

Retail price Sale Price

Caps

$ 18.00

$ 9:00

Scarves (acrylic or fleece)

$18.00

$ 9:00

Gloweave (Ladies or Mens)

$60.00

$ 30:00

Harvest

$70.00

$ 35:00

Others

$50.00

$ 25:00

POLO TOPS (Ladies or Mens)

$35.00

$ 18:00

SHIRTS

JACKETS
Fleece

$48.00

$ 24:00

Contrast

$65.00

$ 33.00

Fleece vests

$ 32.00

$ 16:00

Reversible vests

$48.00

$ 24:00

½ ZIP FLEECE JUMPERS

$35.00

$ 18:00

MOTORSPORT TOPS (Stock only)

$20.00

$ 10.00

SUNDRIES
Grille badge

$25.00

$ 13:00

Club lapel pin or cloth badge

$10.00 $

$-5:00

Belt buckle

$25.00

$ 13:00

MGCCSA Biro (with box)

$15.00

$ 8:00

Apron

$15.00

$ 8:00

MG Mug

$ 10.00 (Green mugs $5)

Magazine covers

$15.00

$ 8:00

New Stock in Club colours will not be at Sale prices
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PLEASE NOTE CHANGES TO CLUB REGISTRATION
ALL CURRENT LOGBOOKS MUST BE UPDATED OR REPLACED BY
DECEMBER EACH YEAR
BUT YOU MUST PAY YOUR CLUB FEES FIRST.
WHY NOT DO BOTH AT THE SAME TIME?
You can pay your club fees and have your log book/s updated at the clubrooms on Saturday mornings between the hours of 10.00am and 12.00 noon,
starting in November and ending by mid December.
Please check the Club calendar for dates.

PLEASE NOTE — MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
SENT OUT THIS WEEK HAVE AN ERROR, STATING..
“Subscriptions are due no later than 28th February 2020”
This should read 31st December 2019
If your car is on Club Registration you MUST be financial
by the end of December 2019, if you fail to renew and
drive your car after this date and are caught, a maximum
penalty of $750 will apply along with apportion of the
normal registration fees
If you can’t get to the clubrooms, you can post your fees, blue registration
papers and logbook/s to the club.
The postal address of the club is on page 1 of the magazine.
It is essential to check the Club Membership Record, found on pages 3 and 4.
If Membership Year 3 has already been filled in with the current year, you will
require a new logbook. The expiry date on the front cover of your
logbook/s is merely a reminder.
Have your blue registration papers been endorsed by the club since you last re
-registered your car/s? If not, include them for endorsement.
They must be included if you require a new logbook.
Please include $5.00 for each new book required and include a stamped, self
addressed envelope for the return of your papers.
Note, the Code of Practice for the Conditional Registration of Historic, Left
Hand Drive and Street Rod Vehicles can be down loaded from the Web. Go to:
www.dpti.sa.gov.au and search for “conditional registration”, then select
“Historic, left hand drive and street rod vehicles”.
There are also 2 copies available for you to read in the Clubrooms.
All enquiries about Club Registration should be directed to
Geoff Goode, Ph 82673740 or Arthur Ruediger, Ph 83531870.
17
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"
EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST "
Something a little different this time.
A full day bus trip to the Riverland with Morning
Tea and Luncheon, plus Sightseeing abound,
arranged for early March 2020.
Central pick up point for everyone.
Strictly limited numbers, no late entries
accepted.
Full payment required upon booking seats.
Date, price and details to follow very soon.
All enquiries to;
Jeanette Walsingham - Meath
Email; jeanette1920@adam.com.au
“Bus image for illustration purposes only”
18
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MG ADELAIDE WORKSHOPS
& A.A. Automotive (Adrian Akhurst)

14 Nightingale Avenue Magil 5072. Tel 08 8364 4988

Custom car covers at last in Adelaide
Are you tired of those cheap covers that Scratch more than protect,
and never keep out the dust? there is at last a solution
Give your pride and joy the care it deserves.
Custom Car Covers Follow Exact Contours of Vehicle
Car Covers Protect ALL the Vehicle's Exposed Surface
Over 80,000+ Patterns - or Custom Made for YOU!

.Contact me today for an obligation free quote, it’s cheaper than you think!
Special rates for Club members
ALAN TURNER CONCOURSE PREPARATIONS 08 8339 1306
MOBILE 0417816254
http://www.concourspreparations.com.au/

Home of the WORLD’S BEST CUSTOM CAR COVERS TM
If It Has Wheels, Covercraft Has A Car Cover That Can Cover It!

19
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MG CAR CLUB
CHRISTMAS DINNER
SATURDAY 14TH DECEMBER
AT CLUBROOMS
6.30pm for 7.00 dinner
Complimentary meal for
Financial members,
Non-members $25.00
Catered by Aussie
Ripper Roast
Bookings essential with
Bev Waters by 7th December
Email:
bev.waters@bigpond.com,
Phone or SMS: 0402 262156
20
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2019 CALENDAR
December 2019

5

Thur

T Register Meeting Mozza’s Eden hills

6

Fri

Blackwood Christmas Pageant Parade

8

Sun

8

Sun

Campbelltown Christmas Pageant Parade

10

Tue

Monthly General Meeting

12

Thur

Mid Week Lunch Run From Crafers to Northfield

14

Sat

Car Club Xmas Dinner

7, 14

Sat

Club Registration Clubrooms 10.00 am until 12.00 noon

MGA/Magnette Lunch to Salemasters Tavern

NOTE

THIS IS THE LAST MAGAZINE FOR 2019 — THERE IS NO ISSUE FOR
JANUARY 2020 — THE FIRST MAGAZINE FOR 2020
IS THE JANUARY / FEBRUARY ISSUE
THE CLOSING DATE FOR WHICH IS THE 10th JANUARY

ALL MG DAY
16 FEBRUARY, 2020
AT WIGLEY
RESERVE GLENELG
10 AM – 3 PM
IF YOU HAVE AN MG, OLD OR NEW, COME ALONG
BRING YOUR OWN PICNIC OR ENJOY ONE OF
THE MANY FOOD OUTLET AT THE BAY.
AN INVITATION IS EXTENDED TO OWNERS OF MG’S
FROM OTHER CLUBS TO JOIN US AT GLENELG.
THERE WILL BE TWO OF THE LATEST MODEL MG’S ON
DISPLAY COURTESY OF NEWSPOT MOTORS.
WE THANK THEM FOR THEIR SUPPORT
21
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From..Bev Waters ........Photos from Michelle Edwards
teering at corner 2, and later in the day
MSCA Super Sprint Round 5 Mallala
his son Tyler went out in sympathy to
Nov 10th – Bev Waters
see what the attraction was and spun
he last motorsport event for the
360 degrees. The Junior Development
club for 2019, and much fun was
Program officials clapped him for his
had by all.
consideration.
Most would have RSI from swatting flies
Garry ran out of brakes at turn 5 a few
which surrounded us throughout the
times and went on an excursion, but
day. I don’t think it was Dicks BBQ cookback on the track quickly throwing up a
ing, as it affected everyone. I even saw
bit of dust with it. Dick spun on corner 1,
one official with a ‘bee protection type
no doubt forgot you don’t swat flies
hat’ walking around.
while driving, and managed to finish the
event only running on 3 cylinders. ThoA lot of focus was on our junior driver
mas, Martin and Alf don’t appear to
Tyler Edwards driving a Hyundai Excel,
have any trouble with their cars or stayone of the Junior Development Cars,
ing on the track, and would be great
with the full family in tow and no doubt a
contenders for a regularity event, and
little nervous.
His first lap driving at
Steve and Craig continue to lower their
Mallala was 1:44.05 which is a good
times. Tim retired early – those flies
time in itself, and continued in the low
must have affected everyone, even in
40s for a period of time, and gradually
the timing tower we were cussing.
got down to 1:38.47 by the end of the
day. That is a great time for a ‘first
There was a lot of skulduggery going on
timer’ - Congratulations on an impresaround the MG shed, with items disapsive performance.
pearing from Rob’s spares and Dick
Tyler is now very keen to get out there
always getting the blame (must be his
in 2020 in his MGZR to see how that
reputation), but others were behind the
performs.
devious actions.
Close competition continued with our
It was great to see Rob Hall back at the
members throughout the day, and
track, and was a little nervous and havthanks to my ‘observers’ at the shed
ing to use his first laps as familiarization.
keeping me informed on all the action.
Dick bought along a spare computer for
Laurie was missed, and hopefully we
Robs’ car and a spare carby for Tim to
will see him back next year.
help them go faster, but the ‘trust factor’
was not present and the offers not taken
Thank you to all our supporters on the
up!
day Hayden Reynolds (MGTF160), Michael Bug, Faye Edwards, Michelle and
Jason was our faster driver on the day,
Aiden Edwards, Geoff Burls and Paul
5th outright with 1:19.52 and Garry was
West.
our fastest MG 1:24.22. The event itself
ran smoothly with very few hold-ups, but
Merry Christmas to all, and look forward
many tried to extend the track in several
to your support at events in 2020.
places. Jason continues to go orien22
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RESULTS
Jason Edwards Lotus

1:19.52

Gary Bolt

MGBV8

1:24.22

Thomas Ball

Datsun 280Z

1:24.43

Rob Hall

MGZS180

1:26.73

Dick Manning

MGF

1:27.997

Steve Bowra

Merc C200

1:27.998

Tim Edmonds

MGBGTV8

1:31.03

Craig Steele

Merc

1:31.93

Martin Ball

Rover 3500

1:35.55

Tyler Edwards

Hyundai Excel

1:38.47

Alf Smith

MGF

1:41.56

December 2019
2020 Calendar ( to date )
March 8th 2020, Motorkhana Rd 1
(organized by the MG Car Club),

Tyler , Pit lane straight, Martin ball in the
background

Photos Continued overleaf
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Friday 31st January, 2020
Barbeque 7.00pm - MG
Clubrooms
Volunteers appreciation
night
And Presentation of
awards
for 2019 Class winners
All competitors please
come along and show
your appreciation to our
volunteers, as we cannot
run events without them.
To assist with catering,
please let Bev Waters or
Steve Bowra
know if you will be
attending.
All welcome
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AUSTRALIAN HILLCLIMB
CHAMPIONSHIP
From..Murray Stephenson

n the first weekend in November
the 75th Australian Hillclimb Championship was run at Mount Panorama,
Bathurst. Travelling in the correct direction, the start line was on the hump in
Mountain Straight and the finish on the
crest after Sulman Park before exiting
the track to the Pits at McPhillamy Park.
WOW! I have a new respect for those
who drive the mountain at speed! A field
of 143 of the country’s best Hillclimb
cars gathered for a great weekend.
Scott and I took the Honda Civic to have
a go with Scott keen to defend his class
title from 2018. The car runs in the Improved Production under 1600cc class
which was, again, a very competitive
class with nine drivers in six cars. A Mini
Clubman, Corolla, Honda, Gemini, classic Mini Cooper and a Datsun “1200”.
The Gemini was a local at his first event
but the others have all been met before
at Moe and/or Collingrove.
The camaraderie in this class is great
with competitors greeting each other
warmly and encouraging each other
over the weekend. This, however, does
not preclude a healthy dose of banter
between runs.
The track is challenging from start to
finish, particularly in a small car with little
power. It is essential to keep up the
speed from the start and to hold speed
through corners as any speed lost cannot be recovered.
The surface of the track is smooth with
no bumps or cracks and offers good grip
but the walls are all very solid if you get
it wrong. Fortunately there were very
few damaged cars over the weekend.
There were three practice runs on Friday with three official runs on each of
Saturday and Sunday although the rain
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came on Sunday afternoon and most
people only had one or two runs.
The first six outright places came from
the Formula Libre 2001cc and Over
class with Malcolm Oastler taking outright in his OMS28, turbo Hyabusa powered, with a time of 34.88 seconds
closely followed by Dean Amos in the
Gould GR55B, McLaren 2.5 litre, on
34.90 seconds. Malcolm posted that he
crossed the finish line at 245km/h in
sixth gear at 11,000rpm with shift lights
flashing! To put it in proportion, Scott
managed to reach the Cutting in the
Honda in 35.98 seconds.
The event was live streamed on Blendline TV over the weekend and it was
great to be able to watch each run on
the computer. The camera operators
struggled early on to capture the fastest
cars on camera as they couldn’t swing
the camera fast enough.
Scott took the class honours in IP under
1600 with a time of 55.85sec with the
Datsun over 2sec behind, 58.08sec,
followed by the Mini Cooper on
59.12sec and me on 59.13sec. The others in class were all over 60sec.
It was a great weekend with good company, great competition and a chance to
drive the hallowed Mount Panorama.
The Honda had recently been refreshed
and run in at the MSCA event in Sep-
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would be challenging. BTW Scott was
forced to go to Brands Hatch UK to
work with the Brabham team at the
BT62’s first races. My nose bleeds for
him.
The Legends is a very well run event
with a great atmosphere on a track that
is challenging in the dry and potentially
damaging in the wet. It is a credit to the
South Eastern Automobile Club and the
local council that this event happens
and the work required beforehand is
amazing. Well done SEAC!
The IP class had nine competitors with
Jordan Clarke taking out the class with
a 60.2sec run. He ran second to Scott in
2018 with a time of 58.9 so was clearly
impacted by the weather. I ran a time of
65.46 and Wesley 67.77. Final positions
TBA. A spin on Saturday was a bit of an
eye opener for Murray but no damage
sustained.
Prior to the event it was known that the
Honda had a stripped thread on one of
the water pump bolts but there was no
serious leak but on Saturday evening
there was a lot of coolant around the
engine and obviously something had
changed. A pressure test on Sunday
morning revealed a second bolt was
stripped and the water leak was substantial. After informing the starter that
the car would not run we visited a driver
whose advertising said “Captain
Thread” to see if anything could be
done. Brenton Trautmann is Captain
Thread and a superhero in our eyes. He
inserted two helicoils into the block and
had the Honda running again. He
missed his first run for the day but insisted it was too wet anyway. During the
works Brenton used a small saw I have,
which holds a hack saw blade, to open
up the timing case and apparently he
bent the blade. Not only did he refuse
payment I later found a new hack saw
blade in my tool box! Above and beyond

tember so it performed beautifully and,
as usual, was great fun to drive.
Scott now wants to go to Mount Cotton
in Queensland in 2020 to defend his
title.
I am taking the Honda back to Bathurst
at the end of November to do the Challenge Bathurst Regularity which will
give it six twenty minute sessions of the
full track.

T

2019 LEGEND OF THE LAKES
From Murray Stephenson

he Legend of the Lakes Hillclimb
was run at Valley Lake, Mount
Gambier on the weekend of November
9 and 10. Unfortunately this weekend
clashed with an MSCA Super Sprint,
the Kimber Run and a State Race Series round so competitors had to make
a choice.
A field of 134 drivers competed over the
two days in some ordinary weather,
cold, windy, wet and very occasionally
sunny which meant you could never be
sure what the conditions would be like
for the next run. Many times were
slower that 2018 which could be due to
weather and/or uncertainty.
A number of the competitors had also
competed at the AHCC the previous
weekend at Mount Panorama.
Scott Stephenson had entered to defend his 2018 class win in the Improved
Production under 2000cc class, although it was the IP 1301 to 2000cc
class for 2019. I had also entered to
share the Honda and attempt to improve his times. Unfortunately approximately two weeks before the event
Scott’s boss confirmed that he had to
work that weekend so he withdrew and
a long time family friend, Wesley
Inkster, took Scott’s seat for the weekend. Wes has driven the Honda at
Collingrove before but the conditions
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the call of duty. If you need help with
broken bolts or stripped threads, Captain Thread (Brenton) 0407 077 414.
We missed one run also.
As usual the Legends was a great
event, well run, excellent atmosphere
and spirit and Stephenson Motorsport
will be back again.

PAGES OF INTEREST
By..Bob Schapel

T

he pages which might interest M.G.
enthusiasts this month are from the
M.G. Technical Literature booklets, issued by Nuffield Exports / Morris Motors
during production of the TC, TD and TF
They outline the MG Company’s official
“SPECIAL TUNING” procedures. The
“stages of tune” described in these booklets are well known, but many T-Type
owners are unaware of the additional
information in the back few pages of the
original documents!
That is where
“Special Materials available through
the Service Department” are listed.
We would now call such materials,
“Factory Optional Extras”. Similar booklets were issued for MGA and MGB.
The booklet published in June 1949,
during TC production, lists 16” wheels
as M.G. Part No. A.1338, Brooklands
Steering Wheel as M.G. Part No.
A.1333, a taller diff ratio and 1.5” carburettors.
The December 1951 booklet, published
during TD production, lists wider
wheels as M.G. Part No. 131904, a combined water/oil gauge as Part No.
500154, two taller diff ratios and the 1.5”
carburettors.
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In 1954 another booklet was published
during TF production. It lists the Competition Camshaft (AEG122), a Racing
Camshaft (168551) and two other diff
ratios. (One “taller” and one “shorter”
than standard)
Each document also lists many other
items. All three include the High Performance Coil (Lucas BR12) and the
Lucas 4VRA vertical magneto.
These documents, produced during production, by the M.G. Company, contain
indisputable information. However, they
still beg an interesting question. Were
any Factory Special Parts fitted to cars
before they left the factory? We can
only assume that some were, because
over 50,000 T-Types were produced,
and surely some cars were special orders. Perhaps there are some old M.G.
Factory personnel, still around, who
would know. I imagine these lists of
factory parts are a “can of worms” for
concourse judges as I assume that factory-available “options” would not incur
any penalty.

December 2019
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MGF & MODERN REGISTER
From Neil Williams

Motorsport Night Friday October 18th

W

e had another great night at our
clubrooms with over 60 people
attending to watch our patron Ed Ordynski in an interview session with Kevin &
Val Weeks.
Many of our members were aware of
Kevin`s success in motor racing .But
didn`t know was how Kevin started the
very successful business that he now
runs today “Weeks Building Group “(A
major sponsor of the 2017 National
Meeting)
Kevin`s experience in real estate
prompted the idea of developing new
products to use in housing construction
and Superloc is now used by many
builders in the Industry. The first installation was a mezzanine floor in a shed on
Ed`s property
Kevin had one of his many cars from
Superloc Racing on display ( Porsche
1974 911 Carrera RS ) a discussion was
about that car and his many experiences
in rallying , we saw some excellent in
car rallying footage and now understand
why rally drivers need an excellent navigator .
Kevin related meeting Ed for the first
time to get some ideas on
what you needed to be a successful rally driver , after that
meeting Kevin realised it took
two people in the car to make
it happen , not just a good
driver .
Val spoke to us of their life
together, how they meet and
about Kevin being a “Findon
Skid Kid” (his first taste of
speed) .Val also talked about
being at the race meetings
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and her experiences as being the support crew, some funny stories.
Later in the evening Kevin talked about
his ongoing battle with “Parkinson`s”.
The interesting story about the ride to
Rockhampton. Yes I meant push Bike
ride approx. 2700 kls with Kevin riding
and Val driving a motorhome as the
support vehicle , many thousands were
raised on this ride to continue the support to the many who suffer .
It was really interesting to listen to Kevin
& Val discuss their life and how they
started with very little and have been
successful with not only business but
many other interests, particularly their
efforts to raise funds for medical research and rehabilitation assistance
We thank Kevin & Val for making the
time and effort and also our patron Ed
for working with them to present a most
enjoyable evening.
A big thank you to all our members
working in the background to organise
the night and of course to Dick Manning
for the idea in the first place.
Next year we intend to work on more
similar evenings.
Cheers Neil Williams

December 2019
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BRABHAM WINS ON DEBUT
From..Murray Stephenson

O

ne of our SA members, Scott Stephenson, has been working with
Brabham in Adelaide since mid 2019 in
a design engineering role. It has been a
steep learning curve but a very exciting
job to be involved in the design and development of the Brabham BT62.
On the weekend of November 9 and 10
the BT62 was run in its first two races at
the iconic Brands Hatch circuit in the
UK. The weekend consisted of practice
on Friday and then a one hour race on
Saturday night and a two hour race on
Sunday night.
The Brabham was driven by David
Brabham and Will Powell in wet and
cold conditions over the weekend. The
Brabham started on pole position for
both races and won the first race by
twenty seconds. Unfortunately an electrical fault crept in for the second race
and, after one pitstop to attempt to rectify the issue, it was retired after six

laps.
To win the first race for a new car is
impressive and suggests great things
to come for this car. Great to see the
Brabham name on the podium again
on both the car and driver.
Scott was part of the team taken from
Australia to work on the car for the
weekend and filled the roles of data
engineer and refueller, although we
can be sure that was not all he did.
A couple of quotes from Scott’s Facebook page:
“Brabham's first race, Brabham's first
win! We won the hour race tonight with
David and Will putting in some great
laps in the dark and wet! Working with
such a professional driver has been
great!”
And after arriving home: “What an unreal experience and can’t wait for the
next one”.

Scott seen kneeling at the front right of the car in the pits
32
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OUR LITTLE “ EMMY “ ( MGB )
Final part of the two part story from...Chris and Sue Thomson

Final part two of the article from the
November issue

N

ow to under the bonnet…I earlier
mentiond that the motor tended to
run a bit hot. It also did a fair bit of pinging, when under load—climbing Willunga Hill for example. I tried to retune
it by moving the distributor left and right
a few degrees—it just coughed and
spluttered when I turned it one way,
and was gutless when I turned it the
other.
So I took the dizzy out and after a bit of
probing and disassembly, found that
the advance plate wasn’t mounting on
the centre locator properly. It was all
loose and sloppy…stop that you dirty
little!!!!....Purchased and replaced the
distributor, tuned the motor—to this
day—happy little Emmy!!.
Replaced the SU carby jets, engine
was still missing a bit, didn,t think it was
the dizzy anymore, turned out to be
another wise moment on my part!!. My
head is getting bigger by the minute……even happier little Emmy!!
Note—I tried to buy a carby synchronizer from Bruce, but he didn’t have
any in at the time, so I did the best I
could tuning the carbys, by adjusting

the jets until the engine ran
smoothly. I think that in the end
it has all worked out ok, because the car now seems to
have a lot more horses, and it
doesn,t get hot anymore and
miss.. Took it for a drive last
week, up to Mount Barker, water temperature got to around
70 degrees, ran quiet, smooth,
good acceleration etc—I,m a
happy chappy!!.
One day soon, I think that I
should take the car to a reputable mechanic and get him to go over it, to
make sure that it,s all as it should be..
Still under the bonnet…. Took the carbys off, took them to pieces, cleaned
them up, cleaned filters, new heat
shield, put them back again all nice and
shiny…
Rocker cover, took off, repainted champion red, replaced damaged stickers,
new seals, reassembled.
Clutch cylinders, top and bottom, removed, cleaned,- replaced worn seals
and hose, refitted, bled.
I did have trouble bleeding the clutch
cylinders. If you ever have to do it, you
will find that until the bottom cylinder is
completely devoid of any residual air,
you wont get a response at all from the
clutch pedal. I found that, because I
was trying to do it on my own, when
trying to bleed air out of the bottom cylinder, under the car, I was at the same
time, emptying the top cylinder of fluid.
( It doesn’t hold that much fluid). This
happened because I wasn’t closing the
bottom bleed valve off at the right time,
which allowed air to sneak back into the
bottom cylinder, and not topping up the
top cylinder often enough. I remedied
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this by connecting a lot longer bleed
hose to the bottom cylinder, and taping
the out end to a support, which was
higher than the top reservoir fill point.
This meant that any air coming out of
the bottom cylinder, went up the hose ,
and out to the atmosphere, and if you
closed the bleed valve off too late, it
didn,t matter, because the cylinder
could only draw back fluid, not air. Take
your time, and don,t forget to top up the
top cylinder, before you completely
empty it.
I won,t talk about the difficulty one has
when removing the master clutch cylinder assembly from the bracket that it is
fixed to…... Firstly, remove the master
cylinder brake and clutch cover, then
remove the brake and clutch pedals,
take out the clutch cylinder front mounting bolts, then lift the clutch cylinder up
and away from the bracket, ONLY far
enough so as to be able to undo the
clutch cylinder feed line nut, at the back
of the cylinder, DON,T round the corners of the nut, with the wrong spanner—must be a good fit, because the
nut will be tighter than a…….!!
In the end, I found it easier to remove
the bracket nuts, which are situated up
under the dash panel inside the car,
then remove the bracket as well……if
you,ve got big mits….best of luck
matey!!!
The winscreen washer didn,t work—the
silly push the button until it works thing,
or get the wife to do it , before you have
a prang. Not a good idea, so bought a
little 12 volt electric washer motor and
bottle, and connected it up to a live wire
under the dash, modified the push button arrangement so it became a push
button electric switch---cool—push the
button ( that looks like the original),
starts the pump motor, water is on the
windscreen. My heads getting very

heavy lately…..
The odometer didn,t work either. Took
the speedo out, disassembled, found
that the little sprocket on the end of the
odometer shaft was stripped—no
teeth…hand made a new sprocket—
very carefully, refitted to shaft with solder—bit tricky—works good.
Speedo needle was jumping all over the
place—wouldn,t give correct speed,
ordered and replaced speedo cable—is
good, is Chris!!
Indicators dicky—sometimes indicating,
sometimes not, bought new can, now
indicators work ok—but….little green
indicator arrows in the dash console will
blink strong and bright for first blink, but
dull after that??? I need to get that
looked at as well..
Replaced glovebox inner. Centre
speaker console cover made of tin and
painted black?? Threw it away—bought
and replaced with proper gold coloured
mesh screen—just like 007!!
Has new inertia seat belts—red ones!!
Seats have been recovered—not just
plain black anymore—they have red
piping in them now….old seat covers
were falling to bits, looked shabby..
I also felt that I was sitting in the car a
bit too low, so I made up some new timber supports that go under the seat runners, about 50 mm higher. Is better for
Sue and I but I,ve got to be careful not
to get my knees stuck under the steering wheel, getting in and out of the car.
Bought a carpet kit for the boot, included a carpet spare wheel cover..
Bought and fitted all new finishers inside
the cockpit—you know—the things that
make the ends of things look good—like
at the ends of the door weather seals
etc. New door weather seals too…
Had to make a new right hand door top
pad. The wood underneath was falling
apart, so copied and made a new
piece, then recovered it with some black
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vinyl I had—got lucky with the match—
could,t tell the difference.
Right hand side window glass scratched
badly—I reckon that the window runner
channels weren,t adjusted properly, and
the window was rubbing on the outer
seal mounting rivets.
New rubbers around the ¼ vent windows, as well as new ¼ vent hinges and
clasps and brackets.
Any chrome work that was replaced was
due to pitting and bubbles beginning to
appear, due to old age.
I guess chrome work doesn,t last forever, but at least it lasted for it,s first fifty
years!!.
Bought new head lamps—upped the
wattage a bit hope it doesn,t overpower
the electrical system….
Also had to buy new headlamp “ buckets”—they weren,t the same for both
sides, and were rusty. Also had to buy
new headlamp mounting rings—also
rusty and bent out of shape. New mounting screws as well and new headlamp
wiring looms.
New tail light rims. Chrome work dull,
pitted and falling off.
New front indicator surrounds and
lenses—all rusty—I,m surprised that they
worked at all!!
New front mudguard splashguard seals,
loose and falling apart.
“ We “ had a small backing up accident
sometime in the past, which caused the
rear bumper to distort and damage the
rear panel under the boot lid. Backed
into another “ modern” car in a car park,
reported it to the other car owner who
claimed damages to have his car repaired. All ok, except when the claim
was ok,d and went through the R * *,we
found that they had revalued our little
Emmy down to about ½ what we had
insured the car for, so now we insure it
with Shannons!!
So—I took the rear bumper off—no dam-

age to that, and proceeded to repair the
dents in the back of the car. A little bit of
dent knocking, a little bit of bog to level
off, some filler, undercoat, base coat
and clear top finish made it look like new
again—but not before discovering that
someone else had done the exact same
thing, sometime in the past!!
Cleaned up the inside of the bumper,
painter it with aluminium rust preventative paint, and put it back on again—did
the same with the front bumper. New
bumper overrider rubbers on both
bumpers as well.
The paint work on the car didn,t look
too bad, but there were some stone
chips in the obvious places, like the bonnet and along the side sills, so I decided
to give it a paint job, with acrylic liqueur.
Off I went to get some Champion red,
but found it difficult to acquire, so I
bought 4 litres of Holden Sting Red, and
added a darker shade of red to it to
bring the brightness down a bit—
somewhere near the original colour—a
bit brighter, but looks pretty good, now
that it,s finished. Must admit that I had
some problems with the paint not adhering in some places. On one spot I found
that I had to rub the paintwork way down
to below the original paint job, It seemed
that the under coat that they used had
deteriated, which caused the original top
coat to lift off the undercoat. I had to fill
over the top of the undercoat with a filler
putty, then undercoat again, before
starting the process of base coating,
which took several rub downs and recoats, until the funny paint difference
rings disappeared.
Now that the car restoration process has
finished, it does look very nice—all new
and shiny again, maybe not to concourse standards, but will do us.
Chris and Sue Thomson
MGB Mk 1 RMW-789.
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Confederation of Australian
Motor Sport (CAMS)
The Confederation of Australian Motor Sport Limited (CAMS) has been the
custodian of motor sport in Australia since 1953.
CAMS is the National Sporting Authority (ASN) for motor sport in Australia,
delegated by the FIA.
The FIA aims to ensure that motor sport is conducted in accordance with the
highest standards of safety, fairness and social responsibility and CAMS, together with in excess of 120 other ASNs in over 100 nations,

The Confederation of Australian Motor Sport (CAMS) has proudly announced
as from 1st January, 2020, it will now be known as Motorsport Australia in
2020 and beyond.
The new name signifies the changing nature of the sport and Motorsport Australia’s role as the government recognized sporting organization for all fourwheeled motorsport in Australia, in addition to its delegated role as the National Sporting Authority by the Federation Internationale de’l Automobile
(FIA).
It is also worth noting our structure remains the same, meaning clubs still
have a voice through their State Councils and Panels.
You can view the full story on the CAMS website.

In the interest of fairness, CAMS are not the sole provider of Motorsport
Indemnity in Australia ,AUSTRALIAN AUTO-SPORT ALLIANCE ( AASA )
based in Victoria also offer Event Permits, Licenses and insurance covers for
Drivers, Promoters etc; ....... Editor
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SPRINGING into SPRINGTIME
by David McNabb

W

hat better way to “run in” our new
MG purchase than heading for
Melbourne in the MG-GS to contest the
Victorian MGCC annual Springtime
Rally. The absence of our SA Club’s
Weekender this year prompted Kerry
and David to enter another of these
Mexican events, which Russell Garth is
rather familiar with.
This was my fourth Springtime, so I
picked a few changes in format over
the years. For 2019 the entry list
peaked at a lower-than-usual 36 cars,
mainly due to an untimely clash with
three other “competing” events such as
Sandown Historic Racing (where
Adrian Ackhurst was among the competitors).
A maturing age-group, increased road
traffic, and the desire to mitigate Rally
accidents have led to the scrubbing of
Sunday morning’s traditional “Le Mans”
start. Also, solving puzzles while driving
along is now deemed too unsafe, having been replaced by the more sedate,
sensible Town Walks, trying to solve
cryptic questions (as per last year’s SA
Clare Weekender).
For 2019 the Rally route started Saturday and led the varied MG lineup
(which boasted an MGTA, plenty of
TCs, TDs, TFs, even a very rapid MGA
with crossflow head, etc) out of Melbourne through the Kinglake environs
and several lovely townships including
Alexandra’s vintage railway, finishing
for the night at Marysville. The surrounding countryside is lovely to behold
but does still bear scars of the awful
fires from a decade ago.
A terrific social evening with a monumental buffet dinner at the Vibe hotel
saw plenty of merriment, assisted by a

dress-up theme (country & western).
The Vics really are friendly folk, helping
make the only interstate entry (us!) feel
welcome. This flowed over into Kerry &
I being judged “best dressed” and taking away the prize (an SA Pepperjack
shiraz) . . .
After Sunday morning’s drivers’ briefing,
all crews departed Marysville, via Gembrook (another Puffing Billy), Healesville, Yarra Junction regions, with more
nice townships to peruse and Town
Walks to tackle. The finish venue on
Melbourne’s outskirts saw the local
CWA provide an eye-popping lunch
while results were compiled.
Seemed appropriate that in the 53rd
running of this long-established Rally,
the winner was a 1953 MGTD, with runnerup being (yes!) those ruddy South
Australians again on board that 2019
MG-GS . . . Overall a really enjoyable
MG event – and whenever SA misses
out hosting a Weekender, do consider
heading over the border. A warm welcome awaits!
Footnote: A couple of days after Springtiming, I was able to help out on one of
the weekly busy bees held at Rob Roy
Hillclimb where work was in earnest on
the eve of a large-scale racemeet. Local stalwart Wayne Rushton coordinates the dozen or so regulars who volunteer to keep Australasia’s longestestablished hillclimb in working order.
As a “reward” I was offered the chance
to “toodle” up the hillclimb track with the
pledge that if he went under 17 seconds, they’d be glad to award me Rob
Roy race record time. No chance! But it
was a most enjoyable experience all the
same.
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Part of the Springtime lineup at one of many stops.

The new MG-GS on the start line, about to tackle its first Rob Roy hillclimb.
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Fukuyama Automobile and Clock Museum
From .Stephen Marlow

“On the left is a 1961 Datsun Fairlady; on
the right is a 1935 Bugatti; and in between them is a 1951 MGTD”. Welcome
to the Fukuyama Automobile and Clock
Museum, a dusty and eclectic mix of
cars, motorbikes, clocks, guns, televisions, radiograms, statues (including
Elvis, Barack Obama and Abraham Lincoln), gas cookers, a working pianola
and probably much more I’ve left out.
FACM – as it’s affectionately known (be
careful how you say it) is a big tourist
attraction in my son’s adopted home
town of Fukuyama in Japan’s Hiroshima
Prefecture so obviously a must-visit site
for my wife, Chris, and I during a recent
family visit.
Where to start! I’ll come back to the
MGTD but let me first list a 1935 Datsun

open tourer (and many other early Datsuns); a T model Ford; a 1949 Willys
Jeep sedan; a 1950 3-wheeler Hiroshima Batanko taxi; a 3-wheeler fire
engine (year unknown) and you’ll start to
get the picture.
As a Subaru is my ‘weekday car’ I was
interested in the 1964 Subaru 360 K111,
which I’d never heard of before – examples including a ‘sedan’ and something
vaguely resembling a hatchback. And
was the 1962 Mazda 360 coupe a forerunner of the MX5???
There were many motorbikes, some with
sidecars, and a peculiar example tucked
away behind a dusty Maserati which
looked as though it had been made out
of a kerosene tin (the bike, not the Maserati).
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The collection spilled out of the main “If we discard things, they will become
building up the road (a tank, a fire truck, waste, but if we recycle them, they will
more cars) and across the road (a BMW become resources”. I’m not sure if it
sedan which I guessed dated back to may have lost something in the translathe 1930s; more Subarus; and a Rolls tion but I’d like to think it reflects a desire
Royce which looked very sorry for itself to preserve the past – which is what this
and was left in very poor storage ex- place definitely does.
posed to the weather).
But back to the MGTD. Your correspondent just happened to be wearing his
MGCC baseball cap which helped overcome the language barrier and allowed
a seat behind the steering wheel. Without being unkind, let me just say that its
condition would not make it a welcome
addition to any of our meetings! Like
many of the cars on display it really
needs a lot of TLC. Paintwork is average but the interior is badly dilapidated.
But at least it’s there, and it’s on display
in this extraordinary museum in a fairly
ordinary regional city. FACM has a
motto: .
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MGA/MAGNETTE REGISTER
REPORT
From..Sandra Cardnell
hills opposite. Quite close to the town is
the Checker Hill Road which terminates
at the Williamstown Road. The views
are fantastic so we took that route
home.
Seven members of the Jowett club were
in Forreston to greet us and we enjoyed
morning tea (really great cakes made by
the girls and nibbles supplied by Dennise). It took some time for us to view
the Jowetts, mostly owned by Tim Kelly.
Along with his EK Holden (his first car)
and a quite rare 2 cylinder Bradford built
by Jowetts in Leeds (photo, a dark blue
van). We had, from memory, two large
saloon cars, two saloons with the sloping back and a couple of sports models.
(2 photos showing a car and the unusual placement of the radiator – behind
the engine). Then, there were Tim’s
sheds to venture into. I looked into the
first one, but was not brave enough to
look any further. Suffice to say Tim is a
collector. A long time member of the
Jowett club was looking forward to seeing any Magnettes that might make the
journey, because, apparently both the
Magnettes and the Jowetts were designed by Gerard Palmer. Sadly, not
this time.
A very good morning and it was good to
see other MG’s join the run. Dick Manning in his modern F, Roger Ford (MGB)
and Ken Burke and John Roach in
Ken’s MGB. Jowett members included
Barrie Dutz, Sue and Gavin Farmer,
Sylvia and Alvin Jenkin and of course
our hosts, Janet and Tim Kelly. Geoff
Short and Kathryn Smith (new members) and John Van Velzon (with his
wife) on their first run since joining about

REPORT ON THE COMBINED MGA/
MAGNETTE AND JOWETT JAVELIN
RUN SATURDAY,
16 NOVEMBER 2019.

D

ennise and Nick Micklem very
kindly offered to organize this run
instead of the usual Thursday night register meeting.. We met at the Tea Tree
Gully Hotel for a chat, introductions of
new members and members who had
not previously been on a run with the
MGA/Magnette Group, followed by coffee (or tea) in the hotel. We enjoyed
complimentary biscuits from the hotel.
(two photos of the cars at the hotel).
Apologies from Algates, Denny’s,
Goodes’ and Arthur Ruediger. With the
exception of Velli and Gary Algate, all
the other members had duties at Club
Registration day and payment of subs
at the Clubrooms. A special thank you
to Dee Denny and Lyn Stagg for stepping in for Alan at the Club so that he
could drive me on the run. I drive the
MGB occasionally, but the MGA is another matter. Imagine if I damaged it,
life would not be worth living.
Three members of the Jowett Javelin
Club joined us at the Gully in a Jowett
and a modern vehicle. We travelled
through the back streets of Fairview
Park and then onto the One Tree Hill
Road. Through Kersbrook, Williamstown, around the Warren Reservoir and
then onto Forreston. Our hosts Janet
and Tim Kelly had a very good display
of Jowett Javelins around their quaint
(and quite old) country stone cottage. A
verandah on two sides gave quite magnificent views over the valley and to the
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a year ago. Sorry John, I could not read
your wife’s name. Others attending in
MGA’s were
Trev and Sandy Dicker, Murray and
Karen Stephenson, Nick and Dennise
Micklem and Alan and I.
We enjoyed the event and I cannot
thank the Micklems enough for organizing it. Nice to just participate for a
change. THANKS.
Christmas Greetings to all members of
the Car Club and best wishes for a
happy New Year. Thanks for your support in 2019.
Sandra A Cardnell

From Wikipedia........
The Jowett Javelin was an executive car which was produced from 1947 to 1953 by
Jowett Cars Ltd of Idle, near Bradford in England. The model went through five variants
coded PA to PE, each having a standard and "de luxe" option. The car was designed by
Gerald Palmer during World War II and was intended to be a major leap forward from the
relatively staid designs of pre-war Jowetts. Just over 23,000 units were produced.
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2019 Annual Cecil Kimber Run
From..Berry Treffers, Photos from David McNabb

T

Sunday 10th November

his year the MG Car Club of South
Australia can report that the 24th
running of its primary event of the year
in terms of numbers of MGs taken out
of their respective sheds, garages or
car ports accounted for 110 cars from
TCs up to the modern ZTs. & MG6’s.
All the MGs and their passengers assembled at Edwards Park and were
given the traditional “Ladies & Gentlemen, start your Engines” at 09.30 and
were waved off by the very relaxed and
casual Lord Mayoress Sandy Verschoor, to add a touch of class

great sight (despite signs stating (Do
Not Park on the Lawn) and a sit-down
lunch in the restaurant.
We had 191 guest at the lunch and
from what I could see and feedback I’ve
received since, all had had a wonderful
day and people were in no hurry to
head home, just savouring the enjoyment of a pleasant day out in these
wonderful old English cars with likeminded people of all ages, to me the
smiles on the faces was what made the

The day was topped off with perfect
weather, not too hot or cold for a 92kilometre run to the Serafino Winery
at McLaren Vale for a sit-down lunch.
The run was not a long one but there
where some twisty bits and some
long straight stretches.
Thank you, Mike Greenwood, for the
route.
At Serafino’s winery all the cars
parked around the lake, which was a
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whole exercise so much fun
to be involved with.
These events do not happen
by themselves and I’d like to
thank those members who
assisted in the background to
help make it a success and
those members who assisted
on Sunday with setting up,
checking in and marshalling.
A special thanks to Dick Manning, whose help is greatly
appreciated, my daughter Rebecca and my wife Pam, who
between them, compiled and
bound all the run books, bags
etc. and Nigel Moulds from the
RAA, for providing us with a
support vehicle in case of any
breakdowns (none reported)
and MG Sales and Service for
providing a box of spare parts,
just in case.
Berry Treffers AAKR Coordinator,
Adelaide, November 10, 2019
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In thanks of Automotive Modernity
… and/or Club Events

A

lucky, no contact. … but the final
position of the end of my bonnet
was past the line of the driver’s
door of the other car. If I had
carried on in a straight line the
impact would have been considerable. The only reason I could
steer the car to safety was due to
it having ABS fitted.
… Club Events
One recurring thought I had over
the next couple of days was that
if I had been in a car from an earlier Register, then the outcome
would have almost certainly been
dire. Initially, I couldn’t imagine what
organisations like the MGCCSA could
do to improve members safety in such
circumstances.
But then it occurred to me that the club
(and clubs like it) reduce collision risks
to Members in a number of traditional,
albeit indirect ways, a key one being
organised runs. As I learnt many years
ago in my motorcycling days, a driver
may ‘miss’ seeing one motorcycle but
always appear to see a group of them.
One MG may slip under the radar in an
increasingly ‘truck’ oriented environment, but half-a-dozen (or more) will be
noticed. Plus runs generally don’t intersect with commuting timeframes.
By whatever means – let us all appreciate the things that help keep us safe and
enjoying our MGs.

couple of weeks ago, an appointment for a wheel alignment had me
on the road in my MG TF 160 during the
morning commuting period. A timeperiod I usually try to avoid.
I was travelling down Torrens Road, at
the designated 60kph, approaching a TJunction to my left with two cars in a filter lane coming the other way, stationary
and preparing to turn right across my
lane.
The first car passed in front of me safely.
There was not time for the second to do
so. Unfortunately, the second driver
was distracted, commenced the turn,
then hesitated and braked about threequarters of the way across ‘my’ lane.
There was insufficient distance for me to
pull up.
The ‘Modernity’ bit:
I understand the theory of modulating
the brakes to prevent lock-up, but in the Haydn Reynolds (#2539)
4 seconds at my disposal my braking
reaction was to try and weld the pedal to
the bulkhead. All conscious thought was
focused on trying to steer round the
back of the ‘offending’ vehicle and into
the filter lane it had just vacated. I was
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Ann Calver

Real Estate Sales Consultant
RLA200675
Selling real estate, or know someone
who is? Call me for an appraisal of your
most valuable asset (apart from your MG
of course!!). Or see me personally for a
special MG Car Club deal as I regularly
attend mid-week lunch runs.

Ph: 0419 812 621

E:mail
ann.calver@harcourts.
com.au

dfshastie@gmail.com
Leath Hunt is offering their
2016 SHIRAZ
To Club members for
$120.00a case (12) as a Xmas special
Delivered free into the Adelaide
metropolitan area.
Logon to their website for reviews etc;
www.twotims.com.au
Email: lhunt43@live.com.au
M: 0412 646 931

TWO TIMS
SHIRAZ
2016 MCLAREN VALE
Rated 94 points
Leath Hunt: 0412 646 931
www.twotims.com.au
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

18 foot trailer
sailer yacht
GRP hull without
any “dings” or
repairs and a set
of sails, all in
good condition.
Designed by Bill Porter as a ”Porter
Sou-wester” according to the last
owner. Two berth cabin and a wind
down keel. A four horsepower Johnson outboard is included in the asking
price of $4,500 ono. Currently stored
at Clayton Bay.
Phone Geoff Goode 0408800468

MGB Mk1 Roadster 1964
Sought after pull handle Roadster with
three bearing engine which has only
done 14,000 miles since engine recondition in 2012 by Clive Jones Jaguar
specialist.
Red car with black interior which runs
beautifully and is in great condition
internally and externally.
Comes with tonneau cover plus hard
top and soft top, and is registered until
26/6/2021.
Reluctant sale due to new home purchase.
PRICE - $19,500
CALL - Grahame 0417853319

MGTF 1954
An earlier
concourse
restoration,
Was purchased as
is, replaced
tyres and
battery, runs & drives perfectly.
$35K. Contact John Crabb ( Barossa )
0412 394 333

MGBGT 1977 SPARES
Recon Diff housing. Filters. Many electrical items. New wire wheel hub.
Light lenses. Carbys Fuel pumps &
linkages. 2 x new rear axles. Inner
tubes. Steering wheel. Brake parts.
Suspension parts Tow bar c/- plug / ball.
Chrome wheel nuts. Many other parts
Contact Brian. M: 0414 418 298 to view.

Rare numberplates SA MGZR 04
[White background with blue letters and
numbers + blue border]
These are the only set of plates in the
world in existence, showing these letters and numerals.Obviously best for a
2004 MGZR160 – and there are only
about 30 of these in Australia. Best reasonable offer will secure for the ardent
purist/collector.Contact Reginald per
email breginald@bigpond.com or
phone/message 0451471764
Graham Byass

MGB 1973
Mark 11
Reg.UVG 180
Price $13,500
Contact:
Christine 0407 177 702
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

MGB MK11
1972 Overdrive.
A magnificent example. Very
largely original. One of the last 700 built
in Sydney – May ’72. Connaught Green
55000 miles. Bare metal resto 2014.
Good hood and tonneau. Some 21st
century bonuses – Retract. Belts, QI
headlights, Small, long-range LED pots,
123 ignition, electric fan, LED dash,
Bluetooth radio, new rad 18 months,
tyres mfd Dec 17. Panhard rod in rear
suspension. All original parts upgraded
have been kept. All bills since purchase
12/14. Reg No: S511BEI
$28,000 Call : Mark, 0408 423 875

MG TF
160 2004
model.
Black
exterior
colour
with
Fawn leather seats. Woodgrain accents
on the interior. 5 spd. Manual. Canvas
roof in excellent condition also hardtop
with cable for rear demister. Canvas
cover for roof when open. 83, 400 km.
Car serviced every 5km. By Bowden
motor repairs. 2 sets of keys and hand
book with original cover. New Kenwood
Digital radio with Am. Fm and usb and
2.3 mm plug in. Airbags 16inch Alloys
and remote central locking. Please sms
or call 0413 330 091 Greg. $ 9750.00

MGB V8
1969 Model,
3.9 V8, currently used
as a track
car, Nissan
Brake callipers with 15 inch Mini Lites
to fit over the big discs, Borg warner T1
4 speed gear box 5 point harness, and
electric water pump, roll bar, one racing
seat one standard seat. New floor panels installed.
Car was originally registered as a V8 in
SA and could be again.
Lots of spare stuff, 3 hard tops in various stages of recon, main one is a
“fastback” to make it look like a “GT”.
$7500.00
Contact: Brian Hills 4 Euripa St Eden
Hills
E:hillsy04@bigpond.com
Mob: 0417 800 559

MGA 1960
1600cc
Mechanically
sound and
drives well,
tonneau
cover and
convertible
roof in good condition, drive now and
enjoy or suit a restoration project
Ph 0429 172 596 Graham Greaves
Price: $26,500.00
5 x14” rims
$250
1 x 14’ Rim
$60
Contact Fred DeBono
0432 350 460
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

MGB 1971
RED
Manual with
Overdrive.
REG. NO.
STD642
New Tyres, Battery, Roof 3800 Miles
since Engine Rebuild. PRICE : $19000
ono CONTACT: Gavan Powell
M:0418 835 989

MGC Engine
Completely
rebuild Very
low miles,
new std.
sized pistons
& rings into
slightly honed bores, new crank bearings , timing chain, rebuilt oil pump ,
unleaded head , the dreaded water gallery has been cleared, a fault in the initial metal casting . Carbies rebuilt. I am
looking for $9,000.00 plus the cost of
delivery , a lovely engine for someone.
Mike Greenwood 0412 701 850
mikeg@adam.com.au

MGB 1966
Purchased
Dec 1969 –
same owner
50 years
Serviced for
many years
at MG Sales
& Service – car runs well
Pioneer Car Radio/CD Player. June 18
converted to new Century 12 V Battery.
Black Leather seats. New Lamb’s wool
seat covers .Good Tyres. Body needs
some repair work. Recent repairs – new
left hand splined hub. Reconditioned
Radiator. Oil Gauge/Dual Temp Gauge,
Tacho – Gauge Works, Exchange
Starter Motor, new Fuel Pump, Seat
Belts, new horn set & windscreen
washer Pump
Historical Rego – REG NO UEZ931
$16500 Contact Kelvin 0415168459
MG Club Member
Tyres
Two Goodyear Eagle
F1 215/40
ZR16 86W
GS/03 Manf.
date 27/11, 85% tread. Make me an
offer .Phone Brian 85322194.

WANTED TO BUY
Rover SD1 Hatchback
Looking for an SD1, ideally engineless,
to install a 3.5 V8 that I have available.
Interested in Series 1 and 2 cars,
manual or auto, complete or less.
Please contact Martin Ball
Mobile 0408 842 708
Roll bar . MGB Similar
to the bar shown but for
attachment behind the
passengers / left hand
side seat. Opposite to
right hand side roll bar
photographed.
My contact number;
0409 458933. Home
address: 30 Azalea
street, Prospect, SA, 5082.
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